Year 5 Summer Term 1 SPaG Mat
Can you circle the relative
pronoun in this sentence?

a

Kayden had a bed that looked like a
treehouse.

Tick the sentence that uses the
possessive apostrophe correctly:

2

c

The familys’ holiday
was now booked.
The family’s holiday
was now booked. 
The familie’s holiday
was now booked.

Can you think of a word that ends
in the sound /shuhl/ that matches
this definition?
not real



b

Tick to show whether the
underlined word is being used as
an adverb or an adjective.
Sentence
The woman
looked angry.

Adverb

Adjective

d

Choose the correct form of the e
verb ’to have’ to fit into these
sentences. Draw a line to match each
sentence to the correct verb. Use each
verb only once.
Today, Darcie and Oscar
been learning
about Greek mythology.

had

Last month, Max
the best time at scout cub
camp.

has

Florence’s guinea pig 		
the softest fur.

have

Mr Whoops has been juggling
with the letters from one of his
Y5 spelling words- can you spot
what it is?
s

i

t

d

r

s

u

o

d

a

s

s

f

Year 5 Summer Term 1 Answers
Can you circle the relative
pronoun in this sentence?

a

Kayden had a bed that looked like a
treehouse.

2

Tick the sentence that uses the
possessive apostrophe correctly:

c

The familys’ holiday
was now booked.
The family’s holiday
was now booked. 
The familie’s holiday
was now booked.

Can you think of a word that ends
in the sound /shuhl/ that matches
this definition?
not real

b

Tick to show whether the
underlined word is being used as
an adverb or an adjective.
Sentence
The woman
looked angry.


artificial

Adverb

Adjective

d

Choose the correct form of the e
verb ’to have’ to fit into these
sentences. Draw a line to match each
sentence to the correct verb. Use each
verb only once.
Today, Darcie and Oscar
been learning
about Greek mythology.

had

Last month, Max
the best time at scout cub
camp.

has

Florence’s guinea pig 		
the softest fur.

have

Mr Whoops has been juggling
with the letters from one of his
Y5 spelling words- can you spot
what it is?
s

i

t

d

r

s

u

o

d

a

s

s
disastrous

f

Year 5 Summer Term 1 SPaG Mat
Rewrite this sentence with an
added fronted adverbial. Then,
circle the relative pronoun in this
sentence?

a

Last month, Max
at scout cub camp.



Can you think of a word that ends
in the sound /shuhl/ that matches
this definition?



b

Tick to show whether the
underlined word is being used as
an adverb or an adjective.
Sentence
The woman
looked angry.
The lovely
teacher praised

Adverb

Adjective

e

been

the best time

Florence’s guinea pig 		
softest fur.





Choose the correct form of the
verb ’to have’ to fit into these
sentences.
Today, Darcie and Oscar
learning about Greek mythology.





top secret

c

The familys’ holiday was
now booked.

Kayden had a bed
that looked like a
treehouse.

not real

Explain why this possessive
apostrophe sentence is incorrect.

2

the

d
Mr Whoops has been juggling
with the letters from one of his
Y5 spelling words- can you spot
what it is?
s

i

t

d

r

s

u

o

her class.

d

a

s

f

Year 5 Summer Term 1 Answers
Rewrite this sentence with an
added fronted adverbial. Then,
circle the relative pronoun in this
sentence?

a

top secret

artificial
confidential

b

‘s’.

Tick to show whether the
underlined word is being used as
an adverb or an adjective.
Sentence
The woman
looked angry.
The lovely
teacher praised
her class.

Adverb

Choose the correct form of the
verb ’to have’ to fit into these
sentences.
Today, Darcie and Oscar
learning about Greek mythology.

Accept an appropriate
explanation that ‘family’ is
singular so the apostrophe
comes before the
The correct spelling would
be the ‘family’s holiday’.

E.g. In his bedroom, Kayden had a
bed that looked like a treehouse.

not real

c

Explain why this possessive apostrophe
sentence is incorrect.

The familys’ holiday was
now booked.

Kayden had a bed
that looked like a
treehouse.

Can you think of a word that ends
in the sound /shuhl/ that matches
this definition?

2

Adjective

d

Last month, Max
time at scout cub camp.

e

been

the best

Florence’s guinea pig
softest fur.

the

First sentence 'have', second
sentence 'had', third sentence 'has'.

Mr Whoops has been juggling
with the letters from one of his
Y5 spelling words- can you spot
what it is?
s

i

t

d

r

s

u

o

d
disastrous

a

s

f

Year 5 Summer Term 1 SPaG Mat
Rewrite this sentence with an
added fronted adverbial, which
begins with a preposition. Then,
circle the relative pronoun in this
sentence?

a

Explain why this possessive
apostrophe sentence is incorrect.
Rewrite it correctly.

		



top secret



very heavy rain



Today, Darcie and Oscar
about Greek mythology.

e

been learning

the best time at scout

Florence’s guinea pig 		

the softest fur.

Now write another present perfect
sentence.





b

Choose the correct form of the
verb ’to have’ to fit into these
sentences.

Last month, Max
cub camp.









not real

c

The familys’ holiday was now booked.

Kayden had a bed
that looked like a
treehouse.

Can you think of a word that ends
in the sound /shuhl/ that matches
this definition?

2

Tick to show whether the
underlined word is being used as
an adverb or an adjective.
Sentence
The woman
looked angry.

Adverb

Adjective

d



Mr Whoops has been juggling
with the letters from one of his
Y5 spelling words- can you spot
what it is?

The lovely
teacher praised
her class.
You did the job
well.



s
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d
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o
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s

f

Year 5 Summer Term 1 Answers
Rewrite this sentence with an
added fronted adverbial, which
begins with a preposition. Then,
circle the relative pronoun in this
sentence?

a

		

top secret
very heavy rain

artificial
confidential
torrential

c

b

The woman
looked angry.

Adverb

Today, Darcie and Oscar
about Greek mythology.

well.

the softest fur.

Adjective

d

Accept any accurate sentence that
contains ‘has’ or ‘have’ + past participle
e.g. She has been to the cinema.

Mr Whoops has been juggling
with the letters from one of his
Y5 spelling words- can you spot
what it is?

teacher praised
You did the job

been learning

First sentence 'have', second sentence
'had', third sentence 'has'.

The lovely
her class.

e

the best time at scout

Florence’s guinea pig 		

Tick to show whether the
underlined word is being used as
an adverb or an adjective.
Sentence

Choose the correct form of the
verb ’to have’ to fit into these
sentences.

Last month, Max
cub camp.

Accept an appropriate
explanation that ‘family’ is
singular so the apostrophe
comes before the ‘s’. The
correct spelling would be
the ‘family’s holiday’.

E.g. In his bedroom, Kayden had a
bed that looked like a treehouse.

not real

Explain why this possessive
apostrophe sentence is incorrect.
Rewrite it correctly.

The familys’ holiday was now booked.

Kayden had a bed
that looked like a
treehouse.

Can you think of a word that ends
in the sound /shuhl/ that matches
this definition?

2

s

i

t

d

r
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o


disastrous

a

s

f

